With Great Joy

1. aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa
2. aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa aaaa

Refrain

grail=ultimate reward

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

for-ever worshiping You The I. Am! sacred name_

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

tender touch_

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a

Praise, glory Hal-le

sa-cred name_

sa-cred name_

Dedication permitted for acapella worship YouTube: Pure Joyful Music”
love your peace of your love